*ALL EXTERNAL PIPING MUST BE INDEPENDENTLY SUPPORTED.  
*ONLY BASE FITTINGS TO BE LEFT INSTALLED AT TIME OF SHIPMENT PER SII PROCEDURE.  
*Consult Snyder's Guidelines for Use and Installation prior to delivery.  


---

**Dimensions and Details:**

- **18" PE Threaded/Vented Manway w/ 15" Access**
- **Ladder Lugs @ 0°**
- **50.6 FLANGE LINE**
- **12" X 15" Fitting FLAT LOCATION @270°**
- **2-3" S.U.M.O. FLAT (6.5" x 6.5") @ 90°, 180°**
- **12" X 15" Fitting FLAT**
- **6.5" X 6.5" S.U.M.O. FLAT**
- **Tiedown/Lifting Lug 8 Plcs. 90° TYP.**
- **Tiedown/Support Lug 4 Plcs. 90° TYP.**
- **12° X 15° Fitting FLAT**
- **6.5" X 6.5" S.U.M.O. FLAT**

---

*All dimensions on rotational molded parts are subject to a ± 3% tolerance.*